Compare quality and costs at hospitals and other facilities — on anthem.com

Did you know that different facilities may charge different amounts for the same service? Estimate your share of the costs before you get your care.

Higher prices don’t always mean better care. Compare facilities based on their quality ratings for certain procedures — length of stay, patient experience, complications and more.
Start by logging in to anthem.com and clicking on Estimate Your Costs.

It asks “What type of procedure are you looking for?”

1. Select a category from the drop-down menu.

2. Then, select a procedure. If you’re looking to estimate/compare cost and quality, choose a procedure under a “Cost Comparison” heading. For some procedures, only quality comparison is available. Find these under a “Quality Comparison” heading.

3. Next, make sure your name and location are right, then click Search. Follow the prompts and find what you’re looking for.

Estimate Your Costs is just one of the many tools for members on anthem.com.

We want to help you manage your health care in a simple and convenient way.